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“We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children.”

- Native American proverb

We want to see a world where things are better than they are now. Where Mother Nature is 

allowed to heal and cover the scars that humans have left on her. We want to see a world where 

fi sh are no longer considered a food source and where the oceans regenerate and the sensitive 

ecosystems rebuild themselves. Compassion and conscious living begins on our plates and on 

our dining room tables. Our knives and forks will decide the fate of many sentient lives, including 

our own. 

As a family business, we are driven by our own children and grandchildren’s livelihood in the 

years to come. This is why Wally and Debbie Fry (our co-founders) started creating meat-free 

products in 1991; they wanted to leave this planet in a better state than what they had received. It 

became apparent however that it’s not only the forests and the land that are impacted by our food 

choices, but the oceans as well. 

The idea behind creating a fi sh-free fi llet began when we, as a family, were at the beach. In the 

distance, Tammy’s youngest son, saw a group of fi sherman catching fi sh. As a young, passionate 

ocean lover who dreams of becoming a marine biologist and protector of the seas he was deeply 

saddened at the thought of ocean life being killed; and so asked his grandparents what they could 

do to help.

With the oceans under major threat and our children’s future compromised, we were inspired to 

develop a range of fi sh-free products. We revamped the old recipe of our Prawn-Style Pieces and 

developed a brand new Fish-Style Fillet. Like a nostalgic, good ‘ole fashioned fi sh and slap chips, 

it has the same taste, texture and versatility of a piece of battered hake. This is the only sustain-

able fi sh you can truly eat! 

From our kitchen to yours

The Fry family 

Our Story
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10 Things You Can Do 
to Help Save Our Oceans
Looking out for our oceans has never been this important. If you’ve watched the latest 
Netflix documentary, Seaspiracy, you’ll know that our impact on the ocean is dire. 
The film brought up everything from animal cruelty to ocean pollution, and it was 
tough to watch.  

But before we resign to the idea that making the world a better place is impossible, 
we should take a collective deep breath. There are many small actions that we can 
take here.  

 Here are 10 simple things you can do every day, because all our contributions matter. 

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, a third of 
commercial fish stocks are being depleted at unsustainable levels. Ninety percent 
have been fully exploited. As the demand for fish increases, ocean supplies are 
becoming depleted more quickly and ecosystems are being radically disrupted. An 
easy solution is to swap out fish for vegetarian versions of your favourite seafood. Our 
vegan fish alternative, Fry’s Fish-Style Fillets, are a great option, or for another vegan 
seafood option, try our Battered Prawn-Style Pieces. These are doubly good for the 
ocean because we’re donating all the proceeds of our vegan seafood range to Sea 
Shepherd from May till October 2021. 

The ocean has absorbed 90% of the excess heat created by burning fossil fuels in the 
last half-century. Our beautiful blue has been working overtime for us. Sadly though 
this means that waters are warmer which is affecting where fish swim and their 
reproduction cycles. It’s also wreaking havoc on our sea levels which in turn creates 
more natural disasters on land. 

1. Try To Eat Less Seafood 

2. Reduce Your Energy Consumption 

Cutting back or eliminating seafood from your diet is a big one. A 
reduction in seafood as a protein source will have a massively positive 
impact on the oceans. 



3. Watch Out for Greenwashing 

4. Use Less Plastic 

5. Try Going Plant-Based 

6. Take Care of the Beach 

You can make a change by being conscious of your energy use at home and work; using 
public transport (or walking or riding your bike to work); switching to fluorescent light 
bulbs; turning off lights when they’re not needed and unplugging electronics.  

Some labels are trustworthy and helpful, while others are misleading and are just there 
to create a false sense of security. For example, on its own, the word “sustainable” 
means very little and looking for reputable certifications to ensure the food you buy is 
sustainable is critical. This is true for all food, not just fish.

The more plastic we use, the more plastic ends up in the ocean. It is estimated by 2050 
there will be more plastic in the sea than fish. Interestingly the main source of ocean 
plastic pollution is not plastic straws but is actually fishing lines. (See Step #1 and #5. 
Plant-based fish alternatives remove the need for fishing lines). As much as possible, 
reduce and reuse, and then recycle! We’ve been ditching the plastic inners in many of 
our product boxes and have a plan in action that is moving us towards 96% recyclable or 
recycled packaging by the end of 2021. 

A surprising fact is that pigs, chickens and cows are the world’s leading oceanic 
predators. The waste runoff of livestock operations on land have caused more than 500 
nitrogen flooded dead zones in the oceans. Animal agriculture is also responsible for 
more greenhouse gasses than the entire transport industry combined. Our appetite for 
meat is affecting the temperature and cleanliness of our waters.  Buying more 
sustainable products like plant-based fish or seafood, helps keep them on shelf, 
thereby giving others people considering change the option too.  This is a powerful step 
you can take to be an advocate for change. 

Whether you are relaxing on the beach, surfing or diving, always clean up after yourself. 
Respect the ocean by not interfering with wildlife or removing rocks and coral. 
Participate in or organise local beach clean ups. Pick up what you find no matter how 
big or small. Neglected, light-weight debris will be blown into the sea. 



7. Read Labels Carefully and Educate Yourself 
Whether you are relaxing on the beach, surfing or diving, always clean up after yourself. 
Respect the ocean by not interfering with wildlife or removing rocks and coral. 
Participate in or organise local beach clean ups. Pick up what you find no matter how 
big or small. Neglected, light-weight debris will be blown into the sea. 

8. Support Organisations That Protect the Ocean
There are many local and global organisations that are fighting to protect ocean 
habitats and marine wildlife, like the brave people of Sea Shepherd. Consider giving 
financial support or volunteering for hands-on advocacy. We hope to raise about 
$15�000 for them in the next 6-months through the global sales of our Fish-Style Fillets 
and Battered Prawn-Style Pieces (both are available through your local retailers). We’ve 
been working with Sea Shepherd for years, and truly believe that they are ocean 
warriors and that they will do so much with this money for our beautiful ocean. 

9.  Be the Change in Your Community 
One person can make a difference! Start beach cleanups, ask restaurants and 
supermarkets to offer more plant-based and fish-free options. Speak up if you notice 
threatened species on the menu or seafood counter. Take some time to research the 
ocean policies of government officials before casting your vote. An easy way to make a 
huge difference is cooking plant-based meals for friends and family to show them how 
delicious they can be

10. Share your knowledge with others  
Inspire friends and family to watch Seaspiracy, post plant-based seafood recipes on 
your own social media pages and share interesting facts.� Be the inspiration for 
someone else’s change! 
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Ingredients: 
1 box Fry’s Battered Prawn-Style Pieces

Selection of your favourite raw veggies, 

sliced (e.g.: baby corn, radishes, turnips, 

asparagus, carrots, sweet peas etc.)

For the Tzatziki:
1 cup silken tofu, cubed

½ cup cucumber, seeded and diced

¼ tsp fresh dill

1 Tbsp fresh lemon juice

½ tsp fresh lemon zest

1 clove garlic, fi nely minced

Salt and pepper, to taste

A sprinkle of za’atar spice, for garnish

Method: 
Remove the Battered Prawn-Style Pieces 

from the packaging and allow to defrost.

To make the tzatziki, remove the cucumber 

seeds with a spoon and dice the cucumber 

into cubes.

Blend the tofu, lemon juice, lemon zest, 

garlic and salt and pepper in a food proces-

sor or blender until smooth.

In a small bowl, combine the cucumber and 

dill with the blended ingredients. 

Refrigerate for a few hours, ideally 

overnight.

Put the Battered Prawns-Style Pieces in the 

Airfryer basket. Cook for about 8 minutes 

at 185°C, shaking halfway to ensure even 

cooking, until golden brown.

Sprinkle the tzatziki with za’atar spice and 

serve with Prawn-Style Pieces and raw 

veggies.
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Ingredients: 
3 Fry’s Battered Prawn-Style Pieces 

A handful of mung bean sprouts 

¼ red bell pepper 

1 spring onion 

A few black sesame seeds 

Toothpick, for assembling 

Sweet chili sauce, for serving 

Method: 
Cook the Fry’s Prawns according to 

packaging instructions. 

Slice the red bell pepper into thin slices. 

This will form the Prawn’s tails. 

Slice the spring onion into small circles. 

Place the Prawns on a plate. Add the spring 

onion to make the “eyes” and dot it with a 

black seseame seed, each. 

With a toothpick, gently make a hole on the 

Prawn’s “head” and alongside the “belly”. 

Insert the mung beans into the holes. Do 

the same process with the red bell pepper 

for the “tail”.

Serve with sweet chili sauce.  
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For the Dip: 
1/3 Fry’s Meat-Free Polony, fi nely grated

½ red onion, fi nely chopped

2 cloves garlic, crushed

1 green chilli, fi nely chopped

3 tbsp vegan mayonnaise, add more if 

desired (we used B-Well Mayo)

A small handful of fresh dill

½ fresh lemon, squeezed

Salt, to taste

To Serve:
Your favourite crackers – we love seed 

crackers!

Fry’s Chickpea and Quinoa Falafels

Method: 
To make the Dip:

Mix all of the above mentioned ingredients 

together to create a smooth paste.

Place in a bowl and serve with your 

favourite veggies as a dip. Spread on 

biscuits as a pate. Put in vol-au-vent cups 

or pastry for delicious canapes. Serve 

on wholewheat brown bread to make a 

sandwich, layered with lettuce and crunchy 

veggies.

Add our Falafels for extra points!

The options are endless! Go wild.
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Ingredients: 
1 pack of Fry’s Fish-Style Fillets, frozen 

For the Vegan Mayonnaise Dressing:

1-2 Tbsp cooked chickpeas

2 ½ tsp white balsamic vinegar

Juice of 1 lemon

1 heaped tsp mustard

1 tsp xylitol

Salt and pepper, to taste

½ cup oil mix (grapeseed oil, avocado oil 

and olive oil)

Add half an avocado (if serving all the 

mayonnaise immediately or within an hour 

or two) 

To serve:
French fries 

Fresh parsley 

Lemon wedges 

Method: 
Cook the Fry’s Prawns according to 

packaging instructions. 

To make homemade vegan mayonnaise, 

add the chickpeas, vinegar, lemon juice, 

mustard, xylitol and seasoning into the jug 

of a hand held blender. Add the avocado, if 

using. Blitz until thick and creamy.

With the head of the blender still in the jug, 

start pouring the oil in while lifting it up and 

down until the oil emulsifi es with the rest of 

the ingredients. Taste and adjust seasoning.

Add the mayonnaise to the bowl and 

garnish with fresh parsley. Serve with the 

golden and crispy Fish, French fries, a 

crack of salt and lemon wedges. 
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Ingredients: 
250g Fry’s Battered Prawn-Style Pieces 

For the Chowder:
1 Tbsp olive oil

½ onion, diced

2 cloves garlic, crushed

3 large potatoes, peeled and diced

3½ cups fresh corn kernels

4 cups vegetable stock, warm

1½ cups coconut cream

¼ cups nutritional yeast

Pinch cayenne pepper + extra to serve

Salt and pepper

For the Toppings:
2 tsp olive oil

1 ear of corn

1 spring onion, thinly sliced

Bread, to serve

Method: 
250g Fry’s Battered Prawn-Style Pieces 

For the Chowder:
1 Tbsp olive oil

½ onion, diced

2 cloves garlic, crushed

3 large potatoes, peeled and diced

3½ cups fresh corn kernels

4 cups vegetable stock, warm

1½ cups coconut cream

¼ cups nutritional yeast

Pinch cayenne pepper + extra to serve

Salt and pepper

For the Toppings:
2 tsp olive oil

1 ear of corn

1 spring onion, thinly sliced

Bread, to serve
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Ingredients: 
2 boxes Fry’s Battered Prawn-Style Prawn Pieces
For the Citrus Vinaigrette:
½ cup canola oil
2 Tbsp Clemengold juice
1 Tbsp lime juice
Zest of 1 lime
1 Tbsp chives, fi nely chopped
2 tsp Dijon mustard
1-2 Tbsp coconut sugar or maple syrup
Salt and pepper

For the Pickled Red Onion:
½ cup apple cider vinegar
1 cup water
1 ½ Tbsp sugar
2 tsp salt
6 whole black peppercorns
2 bay leaves
1 large red onion, thinly sliced
To Serve:
Pea shoots and micro herb greens
2 ripe avocados, sliced
3-4 ClemenGolds or soft citrus, peeled, 
segmented and pith removed
Handful fresh sprouts (of your choice)2 Tbsp 

pomegranate seeds

Method: 
For the Citrus Vinaigrette:
Place all of the ingredients for the citrus 
vinaigrette into a food processor and blitz until 
combined. Season to taste. Set aside until ready 
to use.

For the Pickled Red Onion: 
Heat the apple cider vinegar, water, sugar, salt, 
peppercorns and bay leaves in a small saucepan, 
stirring gently to dissolve the sugar. 
When the sugar has dissolved, pour the mixture 
over the sliced red onion and leave to pickle for at 
least an hour, longer if possible. 

For the Prawns: 
Get the braai ready. 
Brush the Prawns with olive oil and braai over 
hot coals, turning frequently, until golden brown. 
When the Prawns are ready, plate up.

To Serve:
Create a bed of pea shoots and micro-greens on 
4 plates. Lay the sliced avocado onto the bed of 
greens. Top with the Prawns and 
Clemengold segments. Garnish with the pickled 
onion, sprouts and pomegranate seeds. Dress 

with the citrus vinaigrette and serve immediately.
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